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Abstract
For the deeply impacts of China‟s banks stability on itself and world economy, we use dynamic GMM method to
investigate the nonlinear relationship between banks competition and their stability. When competition is lower
than certain level, the “competition-stability” comes into existence, otherwise “competition-fragility” holds on.
The stock market disaster in 2015 does not have significant influence on the z-scores of banks, but it caused the
non-performance loans increase evidently. The separate supervision and separate operation of financial industry
may be the main reasons for the above results. China should take some actions to maintain appropriate
competition for the stability of its banks system.
Keywords: dynamic GMM regression, optimal banks competition level, policy implications
1. Introduction
Since formally joined WTO in 2006, China has loosen the market entry requirements substantially which
encouraged the establishment of many new domestic and foreign banks, and the competition in the banking
system dramatically rises and led to a strong increase of banks risk. For the heavily damage of the 2008 global
financial crisis, financial stability became the focus of policy concern. The bankruptcy of Bao-shang Bank
Limited alarmed the market to concern the stability of China's banks. As the world largest banking system (Note
1), the stability of China‟s banking system is not only important for the steady operation of China‟s economy, but
also for the stability of world economy and finance.
There are three types of relationship between the banks competition and stability; they are respectively
competition leads to stability, or fragility or a non-linear linkage. The last one means there is an optimal
competition level for the stability of banks. Greater concentration and exclusive monopoly fosters financial
fragility, but lower pricing power also induces bank risk exposure. Which type of relationship is most suitable
has been a focus of academic and policy debate. Should banks price much higher than marginal cost, to earn
higher profits, to increase capital ratios and other safety financial buffers, to bolster their resilience; or should
they reduce their market power, for example, higher rates and fees prevent borrowers and consumers from more
risk. This is not a trifling for banking regulators.
This paper aims to investigate the influence of competition on banks stability in China. We expected there might
be an optimal level of banks competition for china‟s banks stability. Unconstrained openness and fierce
competition will lead to under capitalization and insufficient margins and profits, which is the important causes
of bank failure recently. While insufficient competitive banking system tends to charge higher loan rates,
increasing the burden for borrowers repay. The public guarantees or subsidies for big banks may cause them take
more risky behavior and damage financial stability.
We test the linear and non-linear relationships between banks competition and their stability or risk, measured in
Z-scores and the non-performing loans. The former index describes how well the banks distributing their returns,
which is related to the probability that a bank‟s losses exceed its capital. The Lerner index is used to measure the
competition degree, which is computed as the difference of price and banks „marginal cost dividend by the price.
The more the Lerner value, the less competition in banks system. Deregulation and excessive competition led to
financial sector meltdown in the UK and US. Whether the relationship between bank competition and financial
stability has been affected after the 2015 equity disaster in China? We use a dummy variable of macro financial
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environment to identify its influence.
The paper is organized as following. Section 2 provides the theory and review of literature on banks competition
and stability. Section 3 introduce econometric methodology and explain the empirical results. Section 4 is robust
checks and discussion and we conclude in Section 5.
2. Theory Basis and Literature Review
There mainly two hypothesis about the competition and banks stability, one is “competition-stability”, the other
is that “competition-fragility”. This sector will provide the mechanism of competition influence the stability of
banks theoretically and the related empirical studies.
2.1 The Theory about Banks Competition and Stability
Competition-stability: banks with more market power can increase their interest rates from originating riskier
loans in greater amounts. Fu et al. (2013) tend to charge higher loan rates, which induce borrowers to assume
greater risk and leading to greater default and finally threatens the stability of the banking system. In a
concentrated banking system, policymakers are more concerned about bank failures (Mishkin, 1999, 2006)，large
banks are often more likely to receive public guarantees or subsidies, which may generate a moral hazard
problem, encourage risk-taking behavior and intensify financial fragility.
Competition-fragility: a more competition or less centralized banking system increase instability. Fierce
competition makes banks to engage in riskier activities for higher returns, they are reluctant to provide liquidity
to their vulnerable counterparts, to support interbank cooperation and assistance. Banks with more monopoly
have higher franchise value; this may prevent excessive risky decisions of the bank‟s executives. The higher
value of Franchise, the higher opportunity cost of bankruptcy, leading to less dangerous decisions, thereby
improving the quality of bank assets (Nguyen, Le, & Tran, 2017).
Banks competition and stability may also related in a non-linear manner. Banks with more market power can
charge higher loan rates, which induce borrowers to assume greater risk, thus threaten the stability of banks
(Boyd & De Nicholo, 2005). Higher loan rates also bring banks higher interest revenues. Competition and
concentration may coexist and simultaneously induce stability or fragility. These opposite impacts might
generate a U-shaped relationship between banks competition and stability.
Recently, with the rapid step of financial openness, fierce competition has caused a few banks failure, such as the
bankruptcy of Bao-shang bank. To find which paradigm between competition and stability prevailing in china.
2.2 Related Empirical Studies
Competition-fragility paradigm is supported in Latin American and Asian banking systems (Yeyati & Micco,
2007; Liu et al., 2013; Fu et al., 2014),which is also suitable for Western European and US Banks (Schaeck &
Cihak, 2014). Keeley (1990) find that increased competition and deregulation in US banking system leading to
bank failures during 1990s.Berger et al. (2009) find that concentrated banking system will expose to less overall
risks. Bank level market power can result in riskier loan portfolio, can protect banks‟ charter value by holding
more equity capital. Jimenez et al. (2007) show that the greater competition in banking system, the higher risk of
the loan portfolio such as more non-performing loans. Hellmann et al. (2000) show that removing the interest
rate ceiling will increase the price competition between banks, and reduce the franchise value, thereby cause
more moral hazard behavior. Vives (2010) argue that competition could aggravate instability issues.
There are also studies support the view of competition-stability, larger banks may receive guarantees and grant
from government, which will induce moral hazard problem, they are more likely to take dangerous decisions and
threaten the stability of banking system (Mishkin, 1999). Schaech and Cihak (2014) find that competition
increases efficiency and the soundness of banking system with sample banks from European and US between
1995 to 2005. Schaeck et al.(2008)[14] show that after controlling for the banks concentration, competition can
reduce the likelihood of a crisis and increase stability. Angier et al. (2012) use Lerner index and default risk
under Merton (1974) contingent claim pricing framework to examine the impact of competition on banks
stability, and find a positive relationship between them. Caminal et al. (2002) argue that insufficient competition
causes easier credit granting and larger loans, which increases the likelihood of bank failure. Beck et al. (2006)
find that with high competition are less likely to suffer financial crisis. Boyd et al. (2005)argue banks with
greater market power or less competition charge higher loan rates, which increase the difficulty for customers to
repay, eventually threaten their stability.
3. Econometric Method
To determine the effects of competition on banks' risk taking, we process a two-stage econometric model. Firstly,
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we estimate the Lerner index, which measures the competition of banking system. To measure bank risk, we use
the Z-score and the non-performing loan to measure bank risk. Secondly, we investigate the relationship between
competition and banks‟ risk-taking.
We uses data from 22 commercial banks in China, which is composed of four large state-owned banks, ten
Joint-stock Commercial Banks and eight foreign-funded commercial banks, for the period 2008-2016.
Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) estimator was used to overcome the potential endogenous problem.
3.1 The measurement of Banks’ Stability
Z-score is the most widely used accounting-based index to measure commercial banks risk (Boyd, 1993). When
equity is insufficient to offset losses, i.e.
, bankruptcy will take place. Letting A = total assets, the return
rate is
, and
, then the probability of bankruptcy is
(1)
Where

is a probability and

is the p.d.f of r. If

is normally distributed, (1) can be rewritten as
(2)

Where
is the true mean and
is the true standard deviation of the r distribution. And z is the number of
equity is less than the mean loss. The accounting data Z-score is
(3)
Here ROA is the return on assets, E/TA is the equity to total assets ratio, and
return on assets.

is the standard deviation of

The Z-score and the probability of a bank‟s bankruptcy is negatively related. When its asset value drops below
its debt, a bank becomes insolvent and the Z-score shows the number of standard deviations that a bank‟s return
has to fall below its expected value to deplete equity and make the bank insolvent.
3.2 The Measurement of Banks’ Competition
We use Lerner index, which is the mark-up of price over a bank's marginal cost, to measure the market power of
banks.
(4)
Where

is the average price of bank i's output at time t, calculated by the ratio of

total income to total assets.
is the bank's total cost and
is its output. Banks market are perfect
competition when
, and the competition increased as the
‟s value increases.
The main task for econometric is to estimate the marginal cost of banks

, which is estimated from the

banks total cost function (Fu et al., 2013).

(5)

is the total costs of the bank i at the year t and is equal to the sum of interest expenses, commission and fee
expenses, trading expenses, personnel expenses, administrative expenses, and other operating expenses,
measured in RMBs.
is the quantity of output and is measured as total assets in RMBs.
are the prices
of inputs.
is the ratio of interest expenses to total assets.
is the ratio of personnel expenses to total
assets
is the ratio of administrative and other operating expenses to total assets.
is the time trend
reflecting the effect of technical progress,
captures the individual fixed effects, and
is the error term.
We use the method of fixed effects with robust standard error to estimate banks total cost function, and get the
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coefficients for marginal cost in (6)
(6)
Which is the derivative of total cost function with output in equation (5).When the values of prices and marginal
costs of banks‟ output have gotten, we can work out the Lerner indexes as equation (4).
3.3 The Empirical Models
We can estimate the following two equation to find the linkage between competition and banks stability in China.
The first one is a dynamic model proposed by Fernandez et al. (2015), which includes the latency of the
dependent variable as an independent variable. We only consider the first latency for the relative small sample.
(7)
(8)
is the natural logarithm of Z-score which measures the stability, and NPL (non-performing loan)
presents banks‟ risk. Lerner index delegates the competition level of banks market. The square of Lerner index is
used to measure the non-linear relationship between competition and stability. We add some bank specific
variables in the model such as Banksize measured by the logarithm of total assets, the ratio of total loans to total
assets (Loanta), and the own dummy variable which takes the value of one, when the bank is capitalized by
foreign fund, otherwise zero. In order to find the impact of equity disaster in 2015 on china‟s banks, we define
the disaster year 2015 as one. Then the model take the forms as
(9)

(10)
And we can use the Lerner index times the dummy variable of equity disaster to test the dual influences of them
on banks stability.
(11)

(12)
For the non-strict, exogenous of independent variables which may correlated with past and current realizations of
the error; fixed effects; heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation
within individuals, the linear estimate methods of panel data such as FE (fixed effects), RE (random effects),
LSDV (least squares dummy variable) are no longer suitable. The panel of 10 years and 22 individuals means
“small T, large N”, so Difference GMM (DGMM) method proposed by Arellano and Bond (1991) for dynamic
panel is used in our research.
4. Research Data and Empirical Results
We first define the dependent and independent variables and present the research data, then present the empirical
results for the banking market in China.
4.1 Variable Definition and Descriptive Statistics
The sample data focus on 22 commercial banks in China for the period from 2010 to 2019, which include 220
observations. Accounting annually data for individual banks are obtained from CSMAR database in RMB.
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Table 1. Variable definition and descriptive statistics
variables

definition

mean

min

max

std

The logarithm of Z-score,

1.9705

0.6331

2.6484

0.4103

NPL

0.0023

0.0002

0.0060

0.0014

Lerner

0.4827

0.1598

0.8978

0.1831

Banksize

27.5481

22.6518

31.0559

2.4523

Loanta

0.4904

0.2640

0.7912

0.0854

0.1

0

1

0.3007

Stock market
disaster

Dummy variable for stock market disaster in 2015, value=1,when
the year is 2015, in the remain years, the values equal 0

Source: computing results from Eviews 10.

From table 1, we can see the average

of the sample banks is 1.9705, the most stable bank has a

of 2.6484, such value of the lowest stability bank is 0.6331. The average Lerner index of our sample is
0.4827, indicating that there has a relatively high level of monopoly in the banking market in China. As the
foreign fund banks, the non-performance loan is incomplete, the data of NPL only including 14 Chinese fund
banks.
4.2 The Relationship between Bank Competition and Stability
We use Dynamic GMM method to regress equations (7) to (12), in which Z_score and NPL are the dependent
variables to stand for banks‟ stability and fragility. For each dependent variables we first consider the impact of
competition, then the impact of equity disaster, the last is the impact of competition under the condition of equity
disaster on the stability of china‟s banks.
Table 2. Banks competition and stability measured in
Dependent variable
model
Lerner
Bank size
Loanta
Stock disaster
Hanson p-value
P-value of AR(1)

Ln(z-score)
(7)
(0.0463)
(0.1271)
(0.1174)
(0.0152)
(0.0751)

(9)
(0.0463)
(0.2468)
(0.2518)
(0.0225)
(0.0975)
(0.0099)

0.3205
0.6552

0.3303
0.8808

(11)
(0.0380)
(0.0313)
(0.0263)
(0.1073)
(0.0277)
0.3684
0.7365

Source: calculating results from Eviews 10.

Table 2 shows the results of DGMM panel data estimations where the dependent variable is the natural logarithm
of z_score. The control variables are Bank size, the ratio of loan to total assets. The numbers in parentheses are
the standard errors of the coefficients.
,
and Indicate significance at the 1% ,5% and 10% level respectively. The coefficient without stars
means not significant.
When the dependent variable is Z-score, the p-value of the three models are all excess than 10% level, which
means there are no first order in the residuals, the same is true for higher orders. P-values of Hanson test in the
six models are all greater than 5%, which indicate the instrument variables of the models are suitable. For the
NPL model, table 3 shows that all three models have a p-value of AR (1) test less than 5% and a p-value of AR
(2) greater than level of 5%. Therefore, the residual has a first ordered correlation but no second ordered
correlation. In the same time, the Hanson test has a p-value greater than 5%, so the instrument variables of the
models are proper.
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The coefficients of Lerner and
in equations (7) and (9) are both significant at 1% level, and the former
is negative and the last is positive. Specifically, the higher the lerner index, the lower the z-score, or more market
power of the banks leads to instability of China‟s banks. This is consistent with the competition-stability
hypothesis supported by Beck et al. (2006), Boyd and De Nicolo (2005) and (Berger et al., 2008) etc. The
positive coefficient of
means there is a non-linear relationship between competition and stability. For
the lerner index is proxy of monopoly, which is inverse of competition. That is to say, the relationship between
the competition and stability is inversed U-shaped. There is an optimal level of competition for the stability of
banks in China. When competition is below this level, the “competition-stability” hold in China, otherwise the
“competition - fragility” holds on. The model in equation (9) give us the impact of equity disaster in 2015 on the
stability of banks in China. We can see the regression coefficient of equity disaster is not significant, which
means this event does not have significant impact on banks system stability. Model of (11) gives the impact of
competition on banks stability when equity disaster happens in 2015, the coefficient of
is
negative but does not significant, which means the stock market crash dose not have a direct impact on the
stability of China‟s commercial banks system. At that time, China implemented separate supervision and
separate operations in finance industry, the deposit funds in banks are prohibited from entering the stock market,
[21]
but all kinds of wealth management products have participated in the stock market, so the collapse of stock
market has some influences on banks.
Table 3. Banks competition and non-performance loan
Dependent variable
model

Lerner
Banksize
Loanta
Stock disaster
Hanson p-value
p-value of AR(1)
p-value of AR(2)

NPL
(8)
(0.0802)

(10)
(0.0769)

（0.0041)
(0.0046)
(0.0001)
(0.0007)

(0.0049)
(0.0042)
(0.0001)
(0.0013)
(0.0003)

0.2363
0.0075
0.2774

0.2665
0.0193
0.5846

(12)
(0.1208)
(0.0013)
(0.0002)
(0.0020)
(0.0002)
0.2630
0.0507
0.2595

Source: computing results from Eviews 10.
Note.
,
and
Indicate significance at the 1% ,5% and 10% level respectively. The coefficient without stars means not significant.
The numbers in parentheses are the standard errors of the coefficients.

For the NPL model, there is a U-shaped relationship between the banks market power measured in Lerner index
and non-performance loan as shown in table 3. Specially, the coefficients of Lerner index for the three models of
NPL are both negative and significant at least in 5% level, and the coefficients of Lerner square is positive and
significant at 1% level in models (8) and (10). When the banks do not have sufficient market power, the
increasing of monopoly can reduce the non-performance loan, or we can say competition damage the stability of
banks. The banks market power exceeds the essential level will cause nonperformance loan rising, the
“competition-stability” holds on. When the competition level is lower or the banks have excessive market power,
increasing competition can make them to reduce risky loans and loan interests thus lead to lower non-performing
loans. While the competition level is higher than the optimal level, competition further increasing makes banks
to engage in riskier activities for higher returns, such as lending to those with high probability of default, thus the
non-performance loans increase and threaten the stability of the banks system.
Model (10) shows that the stock market disaster in 2015 does not have significant impact on banks‟
non-performance loans, though the coefficient of “stock-disaster” is very negative but not significant. Though
the rapid rising of stock index has attracted huge loan funds of banks entering stock market, banks are prohibited
of entering the stock market directly; the stock market crash has only limited influence on the banks. Model (12)
indicates that competition in the context of stock disaster has deteriorated banks loans, for the coefficient of
is significantly negative at 1% level. In the context of stock disaster environment,
competition between banks will encourage more risky loans for higher return and more nonperformance loans
produced.
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The coefficients of stock market disaster in talbe2 and table 3 are both not significant, which tell us the crash of
stock market does not influence the banks system in China. The separate operation and supervision of China‟s
financial system may have helped the banks avoiding the shock of stock market crash. In the models of NPL, the
ratio of non-performance loan to total loans in the last period has a significant positive influence on the current
nonperformance loan ratio. Similarly, the ln (z-score) of the last period also has a positive impact on the present
value, which indicates there are strong moment effects of banks stability and nonperformance loan.
5. Conclusions
This paper investigates the nexus between competition and stability using cross-banks data in China for the
period from 2010 to 2019. The z-score and non-performance loan to total loan are used respectively to measure
the stability and fragility of banks, and Lerner index was calculated to measure the competition of banks. The
Dynamic GMM estimation results show that the relationship between competition and banks stability is not
linear, but a U-shaped one. When the competition not exceeding the optimal level, the hypothesis of
“competition-stability” holds on; and when the competition exceeds the optimal one, the “competition-fragility”
hypothesis is tenable. We also find there are momentum effects on the current values of the stability and fragility
of banks measured in ln(z-score) and the ratio of non-performance loan to total loans. At last, we detect that the
stock market disaster in 2015 has not significant affection on the stability of banks in China. This may be due to
the separate supervision and separate operation mechanism of China‟s finance industry.
Our finding highlights several implications for policy maker. First, maintaining a moderate competition level is
essential for China‟s banks stability. To prevent banks excessive concentration or to increase the competition,
regulators should evaluate and approve banks merger and acquisitions more cautiously. Second, reducing policy
lending of the state-owned large banks is benefit for the control of non-performance loan rising. Regulators
should advocate independent credit cultures in the banks greatly. Third, appropriate entry restrictions are needed
for both domestic and foreign entrants to prevent excessive competition in banks market. There should be stricter
scrutiny of foreign banks that seek to make acquisitions in China. Lastly, to financial innovation among banks
based on the effective risk management should be encouraged, which can improve the efficiency of resource
allocation within an economy and enhance the stability of the banks system.
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